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It’s hard to get kids with motor skill, sensory processing, or 
self-regulation issues to fully engage in your sessions.

They’re distracted, prone to meltdowns, and struggle to just 
be present in the moment with you.

But here’s the good news — yoga is an engaging, fun and 
effective way to make a powerful lasting impact. It improves 
focus, muscle length and strength, nervous system regulation, 
and more!

And here’s the best part — you don’t have to be a certified 
yoga instructor OR super flexible to incorporate gentle yoga 
practices in your very next session.

You can easily get started integrating powerful yoga moves 
into your very next session with this FREE PDF Guide of poses 
that address focus, balance, and core strength.

Imagine how great that feels to your patients…

Imagine how great YOU feel knowing you’ve made a 
difference in their lives… 

Use it in session with your patients, print it off and send it 
home with their caregivers.

Put the power of yoga to work in your practice and in the 
lives of your patients!

Your Partner in Success, 
The PESI Team

P.S. We have a new course FULL of strategies for social 
emotional and sensorimotor regulation issues. And for a 
limited time, it’s available for only $149.99. If you want to 
add these interventions (and more!) to your toolbox, you 
must act quickly! Learn More…

http://rehab.pesi.com/socialemotional


Poses for Focus &  
Balance & Core

Bringing awareness to the breath or counting breaths is a good way to help 
with focus.

  Tree  

Align in Mountain pose, balancing 
on LLE bring the RLE onto the 
ankle, calf or thigh of the LLE, 
hands can be in prayer position or 
for more challenge, overhead, then 
switch sides

  Crow  

Starting in a wide squat, place 
hands flat on floor & shift weight 
forward, bring knees to the outside 
of arms & shifting further forward, 
lift first one foot, then the other off 
the ground

  Firefly  

Same starting position as above, 
walk feet forward & rest thighs 
on backs of arms, lift first one 
foot, then the other off the 
ground

  Airplane  

Align in Mountain pose, bring 
arms out to the sides, keeping 
body straight pivot forward on L 
hip to bring body & RLE parallel 
to the ground, then switch

Tree

Airplane



  Warrior I  

Align in Mountain, step L 
foot back turning foot so 
toes are at a 45 degree 
angle, R toes point 
forward, inhale arms up 
overhead next to the 
ears with palms together, 
exhale bending R knee to 
align over ankle

  Warrior II  

Step feet wide apart, arms 
extended at shoulder 
height palms face down, 
keeping the body in one plane turn L toes & R heel to point away from 
the body, exhale & bring L knee over ankle, keep hips level & open, naval 
points to the side of the mat

  Side angle  

From Warrior II rotate the 
RUE overhead so the L 
reaches R knee & rest the 
elbow on the thigh, reach 
RUE so that it is in the same 
line as the leg

  Triangle  

Begin as in Warrior II, 
inhaling reach L arm forward 
while hips reach back, pivot 
the arms down bringing the 
L hand to the ankle or shin, 
lift R arm to the sky keeping 
chest open

Warrior

Side angle



  Chair & one legged chair  

Align in Mountain pose, bend at 
the knees pressing the weight 
into the heels & sit back into an 
imaginary chair, knees stay behind 
toes, raise the arms parallel to the 
floor or overhead. For one legged 
chair try starting with one ankle 
above the opposite knee.

  Eagle  

Align in Mountain, extend arms 
at shoulder height, raise the LLE 
off the floor & cross it over the R 
as high as possible, then twist it 
around & behind the R, tucking 
the ankle behind the R calf, keep 
the arms extended & cross  them 
in front of the body R over L, twist 
them around each other so the 
palms can touch, now sink down 
as in Chair while pushing the 
elbows forward

Chair

Eagle



  Dancer  

Align in Mountain, shift weight 
to the LLE, bend the RLE so the R 
hand can reach the R ankle, holding 
there raise the LUE overhead, push 
back with the RLE into the RUE to 
straighten the leg, while bending 
forward at the hips

  Rollasana  

In prone bring legs to chest & hold 
behind the thighs, rock forward & 
back on the spine

  Bundle roll  

Supine lying, keeping UE & LE at sides roll from back to stomach  
over & over

Dancer
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Join Kathryne Cammisa, MHE, ORT/L, 
as she walks you step-by-step through 
the interventions you need to: 

• Help kids resist highly emotional 
reactions to upsetting stimuli, 

• Calm themselves down when they 
are upset 

• Consciously adjust to changing 
expectations and frustrations without 
a tantrum or outburst.

• Improve physical, sensory and 
self-regulation skills

Through hands-on exercises, case 
studies and videos, you will walk away 
feeling fully equipped to employ 
simple, fun & effective techniques such as: 

• Yoga       •  Relaxation       •  Mindfulness       •  Social stories 

• Video modeling       •  Visualization and affirmations 

All of this for children of a variety of ages, abilities and in different settings like home,  
school, and clinics! 

You will also know exactly what you need to do to customize your treatment plan 
when working with Sensory Processing disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorder, 
learning disabilities, behavioral or emotional deficits and other special needs.

Register before March 11, 2020 and save $289.99 (66%!!!) off this must have 
course! Our limited time offer is $149.99 and you must act now to receive this 
special pricing.

Learn more:  rehab.pesi.com/SocialEmotional

Social Emotional & Sensorimotor 
Regulation Strategies

Holistic Approaches for Anxiety, Autism, Sensory Disorders, ADHD, 
Developmental Disorders, Down Syndrome and Cerebral Palsy




